Report on Activities carried out in the month of May under Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat

An awareness drive about Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat and Himachal Pradesh’s partner state, Kerala, was carried out online on 30-31 May 2020 under EBSB May month activities. The information on EBSB program and the various facets of Kerala including its history, geography, literature, culture and tourism was collected, compiled and shared with faculty members who actively participated in transmission of this knowledge to students and their parents and other contacts through their WhatsApp groups. They were also provided links to further online reading and viewing on EBSB and Kerala during this corona period. More than two thousand stakeholders including students, parents and staff were part of this online activity.

Some glimpses of activity on WhatsApp groups
Lalit Sociology
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Seen by
- Baldev Pandit
- Sakshi

You
Good morning all. In continuation of yesterday’s post regarding awareness about EK Bharat Shreshtha Bharat and...

Posted sir

+91 98055 57806 - Neelika Sharma

Vishwajeet Bansal Sir

Dr Neel Kant, as per communication the matter regarding EBSB was posted in different groups of students and the response is as:
1st Year - 94/104
2nd Year - 68/79

Vishwajeet Bansal Sir

Dr Neel Kant, as per communication the matter regarding EBSB was posted in different groups of students and the response is as:
1st Year - 94/104
2nd Year - 68/79
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Good afternoon sir ✊
Shared and seen by all students of commerce department

Kamal Dogra

Good afternoon Sir, Message is seen by 166 students of B. Sc. 6th Sem and 141 students of B. Sc. First year.

Preeti Bot

Good afternoon sir. 31 students of bsc first year botany have seen the message.
Vishwajeet Bansal Sir
Dr Neel Kant, as per communication the matter regarding EBSSB was posted in different groups of students and the response is as:
1st Year - 94/104
2nd Year - 68/79

Pradeep IT
You
Good morning all. In continuation of yesterday's post regarding awareness about EB Bharat Shreestha Bharat and...
Done sir
13:36 pm

Sir, Seen by all sanskrit students
Thanks respected colleagues for your efforts towards spreading awareness about EBSSB.
6:30 pm
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